Case Study

Shaping the Next Big Thing:

Seed Stage GTM Success

Our go-to-market (GTM) counsel and creative services
helped shape the positioning and messaging of an
early-stage global tech start-up, before multi-cloud
provisioning was an established paradigm. The company
was later acquired by a leading virtualization softwareas-a-service provider.
Business Stage
Tech Start-Up - Seed Stage (Paris & Portland)
Sector
Software-as-a-Service (SAAS)
Offering
Multi-Cloud Performance Monitoring & Optimization

Executive Summary
A technology executive uncovered a pain point for major multi-media
companies on the web: unpredictable content delivery performance
across their sites, coupled with a lack of objective performance data.
At the time, YouTube’s appearance on the market had increased
video content by 124% in one year, creating more demand for
responsive Internet service experiences.
Thought Marketing was engaged to ideate on potential go-to-market
routes and positioning options for the co-founder’s new stealth start-up.
Iterations of our early positioning concepts eventually led the company
not only to Series funding, but also to a later successful M&A event.
Creative thinking, a solid grasp on market trends, the ability to understand and participate in deep technical discussions, as well as a special
knack for honing the right wording were all part of Thought Marketing’s
contribution to the fully collaborative start-up engagement. Together
with leadership, important GTM positioning choices had to be made.

This engagement fast-tracked our start-up to a credible
market position.
Client Global Marketing Leader
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Challenges
The very essence of tech start-ups is their discovery of an idea that
few others yet understand. As they evolve to attract funding and scale,
however, a clear picture of their distinct problem-solution approach is
vital. With limited resources beyond the sheer technical and business
brilliance of their few dedicated hires, this start-up needed a confidential
sounding board and a consulting unicorn – the ability to co-craft
positioning and messaging, deep familiarity with Silicon Valley mindsets,
enterprise software market knowledge, as well as software development
agility as it relates to GTM presence. Stealth mode required legal
non-disclosure agreements and ample discretion. The distributed
start-up team, between Portland, Oregon, and Paris, France, had varied
perspectives on go-to-market based on different buyers and geographies.
Challenges also included how to position the company and its solution
in a new breakthrough market category, which needed explanation to
both technical and business audiences. At the time, cloud was a new
term and any concept of cross-cloud service provisioning based on
performance management was far ahead of its time.

It takes a unique mind to digest fragments of ideas,
technologies and markets and help shape that into a
viable business. Allison and her team delivered exceptional work, and we continue to seek out her expertise.
Client Global Marketing Leader

Engagement Strategy
Tech Marketing &
Business Counsel

Strategy & Design

Creative
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Impact
FUNDING

$22M
Series B
funding

FUNDING

$36M

cumulative
funding

ACQUIRED 2018

Working in tight collaboration and iteratively with the co-founders,
we developed multiple variations of potential company positions. We
then honed messaging to result in a company pitch and profile that
was leveraged repeatedly to earn over $30 million in venture capital
and investment firm funding. As the company fleshed out technical
offerings, we engaged collaboratively to identify product names,
value propositions, and key messages and benefits. With our extensive
network, we furthered partner relationships with Silicon Valley large
technology partners to extend GTM reach and sales feet-on-the-street.
At the right time, a Web site was unveiled, leveraging all the strategic
positioning and messaging work, bringing the business professionally to
its worldwide markets. Eventually, a US-based leader in virtualization
chose to acquire the start-up to expand its own portfolio.

Business Scale & Growth
•
•
•
•

Early stage funding securement
Successful pilot customer implementations
Major software partner relationship effectively managed
Essential sales and marketing assets created

Executive Advisory
•
•
•
•

Guidance across GTM approaches, serving as an independent advisor to the founding team
Developed marketing strategy tenets
Reviewed budget and staffing plans contingent upon funding rounds
Collaborative sessions to uncover pros/cons of various potential positions

Go-to-Market Strategy

• Co-formulated the key company position for investors
• Co-created the key company offerings for end customer segments
• Insightful inputs regarding market players, trending messaging, VC appetites and other
situational awareness understanding that could impact success of the GTM approach
• Collaborative sessions to uncover pros/cons of GTM approaches

Engaging an independent voice early in your go-tomarket process adds more value than you can measure, including saving you from costly mistakes and
Client Global Marketing Leader
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Creative
•
•
•
•

Crafted the company overview and profile for investors
Developed company boilerplate language
Created 25, 50, 100 word descriptions of all offerings
Created data sheets, presentations and Sales enablement materials to work with Juniper
Networks, a key go-to-market partner for the solution
• Created press release drafts, together with global software partners
• Wrote Web site copy

Product Leadership

• Worked closely with Engineering-led founders to design and vet product offering value
propositions
• Reviewed market landscape to situate the company’s position – such a solution did not exist
at the time
• Crafted product differentiation and sales objections content
• Tested product messaging with our extensive technical team network, globally
• Created multiple use cases and case study content to illustrate technology benefits

Communications – Digital Marketing

• Worked with French social media team to strategize content approach, including customer
wins and company Content Delivery Network (CDN) performance metrics
• Reviewed press lists to identify news targets for thought leadership content
• Updated messaging to prep leadership team for public events, speaking engagements &
media interviews

Early stage start-up work is some of the most challenging to deliver, because it requires a rare combination
of skills, especially to formulate a market position:
Client Global Marketing Leader

About Us
Thought Marketing LLC provides business and marketing counsel to
executive leaders in the technology sector. We participate as a trusted,
experienced voice to help devise, manage and solve a diverse range
of strategic challenges, including crafting optimal messaging and
positioning, designing and implementing marketing campaigns,
developing creative lead generation market plays, and inspiring and
coaching talent. By teaming with in-house and virtual teams unique
to each case, we orient resources and investments to create and
execute the best possible “business wins” for our clients.

Learn more at: thoughtmarketing.com
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